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Reed's Has You Covered This Halloween, Naturally
This morning as I walked my son to the bus stop, I felt the slightest cool breeze. Here in
Florida, it stays hot well into the "cool" seasons, and it was by no means chilly in the least,
but the fact that it was anything other than boiling temperatures is a very clear sign that fall
is rapidly approaching.
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Of course that knowledge awakened me to the fact that Halloween is just over 5 weeks
away. Now that may or may not be a big deal to you, but I certainly like to be prepared in
advance instead of scrambling around at the last minute.
As someone who is always trying to look outside the box, I wanted to make sure that my
Halloween will not be mundane. I especially want to make sure that I have delicious treats. It
is also very important to me to have something that is not artificial and unhealthy, but of
course it cannot be called a treat unless it also tastes good.
Well I discovered an awesome company that offers some really great candy. Reed's Ginger
Chews and Crystallized Ginger are so unique.

Since the Crystallized Ginger is in larger, resealable packages(not individually wrapped), it
would not be the best choice for giving to trick or treaters, but it would make a lovely(and
delicious) offering in a nice decorative bowl for any party or gathering.
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I had never had anything like these before. Baby ginger root coated in raw cane sugar or
dipped in rich, dark chocolate. They are all natural and even with the sugar/chocolate, they
are much healthier than traditional candy.
If you want a healthier treat to hand out for trick or treaters, Reed's has that covered too, with
their Ginger Chews.
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In addition to already coming in smaller, pocket sized packs, Reed's Ginger Chews also
come individually wrapped within the packs, making the easy to pass out. Plus, they come
in two delicious varieties. Ginger and Peanut Butter Ginger.
I have never had ginger and peanut butter together before, and it was so wonderful. The
texture of these chews is amazing too. Chewy and smooth. There is not too much of a bite
as I worried there may be with the ginger, so that is wonderful.
If you are looking for a healthy and unique Halloween treat, Reed's Ginger Chews would be
perfect. Ginger is such an iconic flavor for the Fall season too, so it will really fit nicely.
Reed's also has delicious beverages, including one that is tailor made for any Halloween
celebration. Flying Cauldron Butterscotch Beer is one of he best beverages I've ever tried.
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This is non-alcoholic. It is a Butterscotch Cream Soda. It is 100% natural and caffeine-free.
Not only is the name a great fit for Halloween, but the packaging is so fitting as well.
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Plus, the amazing, creamy, butterscotch flavor is so reminiscent of fall. It just tastes so
indulgent and relaxing. This is not the kind of beverage you chug down in a hurry. You sip it
to enjoy every incredible drop. It is like dessert in a lovely glass bottle.
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Speaking of dessert, Reed's has a recipe for "Giggle Potion" in their site, which is a scoop of
premium vanilla ice cream with a Butterscotch Beer poured over top(basically an ice cream
float). I cannot even describe how intoxicating that is.
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Now I know why they call it a "beer", because it tastes so good that you get drunk off the
flavor. It is like nothing I have ever had. And although it is not a diet soda as I usually drink,
since it is 100% natural with pure cane sugar(rather than High Fructose Corn Syrup, I do not
feel guilty for drinking it at all.
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If you want to make our Halloween(or fall) festivities more memorable and more delicious,
then you need to check out Reed's Butterscotch Beer, Ginger Chews and Crystallized
Ginger. All of the treats, hold the tricks.
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